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University offers new minor
By Allison Halco

"We wanted the entrepreneurship program to be available to
business and non-business students, and the best way to do
that was through a minor."

REPORTER

The University will be offering
a new minor to undergraduate
students in the near future,
thanks to a recently awarded
grant.
The Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation awarded a $50,000
grant to the University for expansion of the entrepreneurship program. The grant will be used to
mainly create an entrepreneurship minor.
Brent Nicholson, associate
professor and chair of legal studies, is the head of a task force
proposing the entrepreneurship
minor.

BRENT NICHOLSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND CHAIR Of LEGAL STUDIES

"The grant was really a boost
because we can use the money
for developing.courses and helping develop our faculty to teach
entrepreneurship," Nicholson
said.
In addition to the development of an entrepreneurship
minor, the awarded funds will be
used to create a center to provide
training for students and other
outreach programs in the busi-

ness community.
Currently, officials hope that
students will be able to graduate
with an entrepreneurship minor
by the spring of 2004.
"The College of Business
Administration is very pleased to
offer entrepreneurship courses
and is excited about the proposed minor for undergraduate
students majoring in all areas of
the University," Nancy Merritt,

associate professor of marketing
and associate dean of undergraduate studies in the College of
Business Administration, said.
The minor is open to students
in all curricular areas, not just
those pursuing business majors.
"We wanted the entrepreneurship program to be available to
business and non-business students, and the best way to do that
was through a minor," Nicholson

said.
This summer, entrepreneurship courses and internships will
be available for the first time to
University students.
"We think the entrepreneurship program will be very worthwhile for students," Merritt said.
Of more than 300 proposals,
the University was chosen as one
of 52 colleges and universities to
receive a grant. As agrant recipient the University is nowa member of the Kauffman Collegiate
Entrepreneurship Network, a
group of higher education facilities developing their entrepreneurship programs.
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SLAYING, PAGE 2

SPINBOLDAK, Afghanistan
—Two dozen U.S. special forces
troops and hundreds of their
Afghan allies swooped in on a
border village yesterday to drive
out resurgent Taliban fighters in
southern Afghanistan.
Under fierce attack, the
Taliban fled into nearby mountains where they were pummeled by U.S. aircraft.
It was the latest assault on
rebel forces, who are regrouping
after a U.S. coalition drove them
from power 18 months ago.
At least eight Afghan soldiers
and as many Taliban fighters
were wounded. Six Taliban were
captured and arrested, but
another 60 were entrenched in
the nigged Tor Char mountain
range.
Air support arrived from
Bagram Air Base, north oi Kabul,
about six hours after the batde

Ben Swanger BG News

By then, 45 special forces soldiers and about 250 Afghan soldiers drove the Taliban into the
mountains from the village of
Sikai Lashki, 25 miles north of
Spinboldak, the gateway to
Afghanistan on the border with
Pakistan.
"We're still fighting. Our soldiers are hitting them and the
American soldiers with us are
calling in the air strikes," Khan
Mohammed, the 2nd Corps
commander in Kandahar, in
southern Afghanistan, said as
night fell over the stark landscape
The U.S. military in Bagram,
north of die Afghan capital of
Kabul, said in a statement that
U.S. servicemen "observing" the
operation called in air support.
"Special Forces called for
close air support." the military
said.
In the first assault, two A-10
fighter jets fired seven white
phosphorous rockets and 520 30
mm rounds. Two Apache helicopters followed, firing 130 30
mm rounds and 67 2.75 mm
rockets, it said.

SPRING IS HERE: Junior Isaac Thorp is seen here attempting to light his grill outside of McDonald Hall yesterday afternoon. Rising temperatures have brought students out of their residence halls to partake in various outdoor activities, from rollerbladlng to grilling out.

AFGHANISTAN, PAGE 2

limited support granted
By Louis Meixler
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANKARA, TUrkey — Turkey
agreed yesterday to let the United
States send food, fuel and medicine — but not weapons —
through its territory to U.S. soldiers fighting in Iraq, another sign
of limited cooperation from
NATO's only Muslim member.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
and Turkish leaders also agreed on
an "early warning" system to avert
friction between Turkey and Iraqi
Kurds — an accord designed to
block Turkey from sending its
forces into northern Iraq.
Washington fears that could lead
toTurkish clashes with Iraqi Kurds
and undermine the U.S.-led war
effort in Iraq.
Powell's visit came amid tensions between Washington and
Turkey, where polls show more
than 90 percent of the people are
against the Iraq war.
Some 500 protesters gathered

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

By Kathy Gannon
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS
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By Carson Walker

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. — In a
case that has haunted South
Dakota for nearly 30 years,
police have arrested a man in
the slaying of an American
Indian Movement activist
whose frozen body was found
on the Pine Ridge reservation in
1976.
Authorities said Ario Looking
Cloud, 49, was arrested in
Denver last week. He pleaded
innocent Monday to a charge of
first-degree murder in the death
of Anna Mae Pictou-Aquash,
U.S. Attorney lames McMahon
said yesterday in Sioux Falls.
Pictou-Aquash, 30, disappeared in late 1975 from a
Denver home where she had
been staying. Her body, with a
gunshot wound to the head, was
found in February 1976 on the
sprawling reservation 90 miles
east of Rapid City.
McMahon said he could not
comment on the case or say
whether more arrests are possible. The indictment of Looking
Cloud remained sealed.
Because Pictou-Aquash was
Canadian, the long-unsolved
case has been closely followed in
Canada. AIM leaders often cite
the case and other unsolved
slayings to suggest federal
authorities don't aggressively
pursue murders on reservations.
looking Cloud worked as a
security guard at AIM events
during the 1970s, said Paul
DeMain, editorof the bimonthly
newspaper News From Indian
Country in Wisconsin.
AIM was beset by internal disputes at the time, DeMain said.
Pictou-Aquash, a member of
Canada's Mi'kmaq Tribe, was
among the Indian militants who
occupied the village ofWounded
Knee in a 71-day standoff with
federal authorities in 1973.
Some speculated she was
killed by AIM members because
she knew some of them were
government spies, while others
said Pictou-Aquash was killed
because she herself was an
informant. Federal authorities
have repeatedly denied any
involvement.
She disappeared from the

Fierce
fighting
drives out
Taliban

outside Prime Minister Recep
Tayyip Frdogan's office while
Powell was inside, chanting
"Yankee, go home."
Turkey's parliament last month
rejected a motion that would have
allowed in 62.000 U.S. ground
troops to open a northern front
against Iraq, a move that analysis
said likely would have led to a
shorter, quicker war.
The rebuff helped strain
Turkish-U.S. ties. U.S. officials
were angry the northern front was
lost, and Turkish officials said
Washington wanted democracy
in Iraq but could not accept a "no"
vote from one of the only democratic pariiaments in the region.
However, Powell and his
Turkish counterpart, Abdullah
Gul, emphasized U.S.-Turkish
cooperation, and both sides
seemed keen to avoid deepening
the rift. Washington cannot afford
to alienate Turkey, and Tuikey is
slowly emerging from a financial

FRID
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crisis and needs U.S. support.
President Bush has asked
Congress for $1 billion in aid for
Turkey.
"The visit of Secretary Powell
has strengthened our relations
and helped to dispel all issues
with regard to relations between
the two countries," Gul said.
Powell said the two sides discussed the U.S. need to supply
troops fighting in northern Iraq,
and Turkish officials said Turkey
will allow food, fuel, medicine and
"other humanitarian assistance"
into Iraq for U.S. forces.
"We have solved all of the outstanding issues with respect to
providing supplies through
Turkey to those units that are
doing such a wonderful job in
northern Iraq," Powell said.
Gul said Turkey has been letting
planes carrying wounded troops
TURKEY, PAGE 2
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WAR TALKS: Turkey's Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
addresses his parliamentary group in Ankara. U.S. Secretary of
State Colin Powell arrived yesterday for talks with Erdogan and
his deputy Abdullah Gul on the war with Iraq.
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RUNNING MATES

Taliban reorganizes
AFGHANISTAN, FROM PAGE 1

Enn Catvef BG News
VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES: Clockwise from-the top left are
Jonathan Harrell, Lawren Schuelke. Caroline Kelly and Sara Kammski
All of the candidates spoke last night at a debate in Olscamp Hall.

Evidence is mounting in the
southern regions of Afghanistan
that the Taliban is reorganizing
and has found an ally in rebel
commander
Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar, labeled a terrorist
and hunted by U.S. troops.
"Six months ago their attacks
were sporadic. But today there is
a new organization to the
Taliban." Mohammed said at the
sprawling compound where
Taliban supreme leader Mullah
Mohammed Omar once lived.
"They have found places and
opened fronts They are better
organized and are slowly, slowly
gening larger and better organized."
In the last rwo weeks in southern Afghanistan, a Red Cross
worker was waylaid and murdered, and two U.S. servicemen
were killed in an ambush on
their convoy.
Khalid
Pashtoon,
a
spokesman for the Kandahar
governor, told The Associated
Press that the Red Cross worker,
Ricardo Munguia of El Salvador,
was shot 20 times and the vehicles in his convoy were torched.
The International Committee of
the Red Cross ordered its work-

ers not to travel until further
notice.
"This is their aim, to frighten
international aid workers away
from southern Afghanistan so
that the reconstruction cannot
go ahead and the government is
destabilized," Mohammed said.
He accused Pakistan of aiding
the Taliban's reorganization and
of harboring its key leaders. He
was not alone.
In Spinboldak, Khalid Khan,
the town's director of foreign
affairs, said the Taliban leaders
and their commanders have
found safe havens "in hundreds
of homes in Quetta," the capital
of Pakistan's southwestern
Baluchistan province.
Khan said the support for fleeing Taliban is coming from
Pakistan's militant Muslim
groups. But Mohammed said it
also is coming from the Pakistan
government — a key ally of the
U.S.-led coalition's war on terror
in Afghanistan.
"Without state support these
groups couldn't operate,"
Mohammed said.
Pakistan denies helping militant groups, yet leaders have
been freed from house arrest
and are urging the faithful in

Pakistan mosques to wage jihad
against the United States.
A former Taliban commander
hiding in Ghazni province earlier
told the AP he stayed with
Harakat-ul Mujahedeen fighters
in Quetta last year while in
Pakistan. He refused to say what
he was doing in Pakistan.
The latest battle in the Tor
Char Mountains is not far from
the border with Pakistan and its
semiautonomous tribal belt. It is
in that region that U.S. and
European intelligence sources
say Taliban fleeing the U.S. coalition in Afghanistan have found
refuge.
The Taliban's reorganization
has provincial commanders
overseeing operations. In the
south and southeast, the reorganization and military operations
are being managed by former
Interior Minister Abdul Razzak,
former Kandahar corps commander Mohammed Usmani
and
key
commanders
Mohammed Dadullah and
Mullah Brather.
"We know these people, we
know their tribes. We know they
are in charge here," Mohammed
said.

Cloud faces life sentence
SLAVING. FROM PAGE I

Denver home ofTrov Lynn Yellow

Wood
"She had been brought lo my
house as a place of refuge," Yelk Ml
Wood said in lanuary. "To hide,
basically. I hat's about all I can
say."
Indians have said for years that
federal Investigators and prosecutors knew who kidnapped and

killed Pictou-Aquash. Several
grand juries had investigated the
case mrr the years.
A healing WHS planned for
today to determine whether
looking Cloud should be

brought to South Dakota [o face
charges. If convicted, he would
fat e .i mandatory sentence of life
in prison.
Bernice Bull Bear of Denver
said she is looking Cloud's cousin
and grew up with him on the Pine
Ridge reservation.
"He's a very good person. 1 le's a
very gentle man. Die children like
him and he's really good with my
mother. I le helps her. He's not a
bad person." she said. "He's never
harmed anybody around here."
Looking Cloud had been living
homeless in Denver, she said.
Piciou-Aquash's daughters
released a statement saving they

were pleased then.' had been an
arrest. They said there were making contact with authorities in
order to be part of the case.
"We have known for a long
time that people have discussed
amongst themselves the events
that led up to her death, yet publicly have remained silent," wrote
Denise Maloney Pictou of
Ontario, Canada, and Debbie
Maloney Pictou, who lives in
Nova Scotia, Canada.
"We are inspired with the
actions of those who choose to
courageously stand on their own
and honor our mothers' spirit
with truth and integrity."

Weapons
shipments
still under
restriction
TURKEY, FROM PAGE 1

land in Turkey, and would inntinue to do so. Recent reports
also have said U.S. aircraft thai
are low on fuel have been
allowed to land at Inciilik air
base in southern Turkey
However, when asked if the
Turkish support would include
the transit of guns and ammunition. Erdogan said: "No. No." the
Anatolia news agency reported.
Yesterday, 27 trucks carrying
20 U.S. jeeps and food passed
through Turkey and arrived in
lrbil, in northern Iraq, according
to sources there, I he jeeps had
mounts in the back for machine
guns, but did not have the
weapons.
The Turkish military said later
yesterday the passage of jeeps
was not related to the new agreement. It said the military had
allowed 204 jeeps to cross tin
bordersincelaslmonlliandlh.il
they did not contain weapons.
Powell also discussed Turkish
fears that the war could lead in
the disintegration of Iraq, with
Kurds in the north declaring
independence Turkey worries
that such a move would
embolden its own large nurnbci
of Kurds to intensify their bid lor
autonomy, and Ankara has said
it would send troops into northem Iraq to prevent a Kurdish
state or a mass (light of refugees.
Powell said the "early warning
system" between U.S. and
Turkish officials would provide
for immediate consultation if
there were tensions.
"We have the situation under
control," he said. "There is no
need for movement of troops
across the border."

Denver Police Oeoartment AP Photo
FINALLY CAUGHT: Arlo Looking Cloud is seen in this 1998 booking
mug. Denver police picked up Looking Cloud, 49, in connection
with the December 1975 slaying of Anna Mae Pictou-Aquash.
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Sales Experience
$ummer Income!

We are looking for account executives to sell for the BGSU telephone
directory. Call 372-0430 for more information or stop by 214 West
/
Hall to fill out an application. Deadline April 9.
• Great pay potential
• Bonus Incentives
• Valuable Sales Experience
• Flexible Hours
• April - August
*Must have own car

113
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Tickets Still Available
$16 floor
$14 stands

TODAY IS THE
FIRST DAY OF
THE REST OF
YOUR LIFE!

OUR

STUDENT

It's time to Elect the Future of the University!
Elections for next year's President, Vice
President & Senators will be held next week.
April 7,h-10,h

Payable with cash or bursar

10AM-7PM

You will be able to vote at the following locations:

For more information
Contact Union Information Desk

372-2741

•
•
•
•

Education Steps
Union Lobby
Math Science
Numerous dorms on campus

These people will represent you in 2003-04, so make your vote count!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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USG CANDIDATES TO SPEAK AT CRU TONIGHT
Following their campus-wide debates, the Presidential and
Vice Presidential candidates for the 2003-2004 academic year
will present their platforms tonight at the weekly meeting of
Campus Crusade for Christ (CRU). The meeting will he held at
9 p.m. in 115 Olscamp and will be a time for students to
become better acquainted with the candidates in a more personal atmosphere, according to organizers of the meeting.

CAMPUS
Recycle Mania Scoreboard
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
hup:/. innt-.hcMi.iilu

8:45 a.m - Noon
Invest In Yourself Workshop
Sponsoted by Administrative Staff

Council.
Student Union. 3rd Floor
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Vision Info. Table
Union Lobby
9:30 a.m.-11 a.m.
Classified Staff Council Awards
Ceremony
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
BFA Senior Thesis Exhibitions
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students at the baccalaureate level.
Dorothy Uber Bryan. Willard
Wankelman & Union Galleries
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Bake Sale
Inside Education Bldg.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m
Pre-Veterinary Medical
Association Table
PVMA will inform students about
their organization.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Spring Fest Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Dry Dock.
Union Lobby
Noon - 4 p.m.
AAGSA Conference Registration
Union Lobby
Noon - 4 p.m.
Phi Sigma Pi Raffle
Raffle tickets for gift certificates
will be sold.
Union Lobby

I

"\

S&D

2 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Psi Kappa Klean-Out
Students can donate clothes for
those in need. Clothes will be given
to the Salvation Army.
Union Lobby
2 - 5 p.m.
Kappa Klean-out
Information about community service project. Sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Psi and Sigma Gamma Rho.
Union Lobby

^H
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locally-produced award-winning
Clamor Magazine's "sports" issue.
Free copies available at the
screening. Co-sponsored by
American Culture Studies and
Ethnic Studies.
Student Union
7:30 - 9 p.m.
Evolution or Creation Debate and
Discussion
Sponsored by Philosophy.
Student Union 202B
8 p.m.
Annie Corrigan, oboe
Student recital. Corrigan studies
with Or John Bentley at the College
of Musical Arts. Free and open to
the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Cafe Conversation
Come practice your French, play
games and learn about
Francophone culture (the French
culture in Africa).
French House
4 - 7 p.m.
Phi Mu Cookie-Bake
Phi Mu will be taking orders for
their philanthropy cookie-bake proiect.
Union Lobby
4 - 11 p.m.
Phi Sigma Kappa Recruitment
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
Jazz Lab Band I
Directed by Russell Schmidt. Part
of lazz Week 2003. Free and open
to the public.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Ms
Center
8 p.m.
HjO Thursday Night
Come check out this Thursday as
former BG football player Andre
Davis will be speaking and R&B
Artists Kai and Kandice Bell will be
performing. Great music, great
teaching, great atmosphere.
Union Multipurpose Room

5 p.m.
Staff Awards 2003
Sponsored by Human Resources.
Olscamp 101
7 p.m.
Independent Film Series. Big
Blue: The NYC Handball
Documentary
Big Blue is a film about NYC's
most popular street sport - the
one-wall game played with a soft
racquetball across New York's
2,052 courts. Screening is being
shown in conjunction with the

8 p.m.
Sex wWth The Sigma's
Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma.
Student Union 201

Test Your Knowledge!
Courtesy of Knight Ridder Newspapers, the trivia questions below were compiled by reporter Tim Keefe of The
State in Columbia. S.C., and will appear regularly throughout the conflict with Iraq.
1. According to Bush, Iraq, North Korea and what other nation constitute an "axis of evil"?
a. South Korea
b. Afghanistan
c. Iran
2. In which address to Congress did Bush first use the phrase, "axis of evil"?
a. 2001 State ot the Union
b. 2002 State ol the Union
c 2003 State of the Union
3. On Sept. 12,2002, Bush made a speech about Iraq at the headquarters of the United Nations in what city?
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April Showers bring...

magnificent leases!
114 S. Main St. #3,7&9: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located downtown above Wizard Graphics.
Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat. #3 $375.00,
#7 $355.00. #9 385.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
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315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with
references. Close to downtown. $450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
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117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,648: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all
utilities. #2 $375.00, #4 $385.00, #5 $345.00, #6 $350.00, #8 $300.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
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SHOOT DA HOOP
K

114 S. Main St. #12413: One bedroom unfurnished apartment
located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident
pays all utilities. #12 $340.00, #13 $395.00 per month for a 12 month
lease.
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INCLUDES:
Tin Rotation
Align mem Check
Brefce Intpecuon
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Find More Coupons On-line: thetireman.com
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128 W. Wooster St. #B: Efficiency apartments located above a downtown business. Unfurnished. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/ heat. $250.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 S. Main

(419) 352-5620
www.newloverealiy.cuni
newlol@dacor.nel
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OPINION

"Their determination is somewhat of a
surprise to us."
Brig. Gen. JOHN F. KELLY, on the fierce Iraqi resistance thai has hindered the
advancement of Coalition troops.
(aCMMKktfHB)

Dorft let media coverage numb you
her you are glued
' to your television or
sick of hearing about
it, this is the most media-covered
conflict in history. The technology that is now available is so
advanced that we can actually
watch the action while it is happening. Is that a good thing,
though?
Are we so used to seeing the
coverage on television now that
we are growing numb to it? Does

it even phase us when we see
men shooting guns and bombs
blowing up? Has the national
media over-done it with the 24hour up-to-the-minute reports?
Well, somebody is watching all
this or else it would not be on.
Many people want to be
informed on what is going on.
People are so busy, and when
they finally have the time to
watch the news, they want it easily accessible on some channel.
There is nothing wrong with

being informed; on the contrary,
we should all know what is going
on. But if the coverage is becoming too much for you, you can
simply change the channel. For
everyone else, there are plenty of
news channels with 24-hour coverage and most channels have
news updates throughout the
course of the day.
The Internet is also another
great place to get all the latest
news. You can read about what is
going on at your own pace on

your own time. CNN.com is a
good Web site to check out.
However, we must not let ourselves become desensitized to
the war coverage. This is not a
movie or a video game. Fighting
with Iraq is not the newest reality
series on TV. It is real people battling a real war. It is real people
being captured and dying
While we are watching the
news in the comfort of our residence hall and apartments, let's
not forget about the people who

are putting their lives on the line
to bring us this coverage.
More than 1,000 journalists are
in Iraq taping, investigating and
reporting They stand in front of
the camera and inform us on
what's going on as bombs fly
over their heads
Yesterday, Kaveh Golestan, 52,
a BBC cameraman, was killed in
northern Iraq. He stepped on a
landmine as he climbed out of
his car. He is not the first, nor the
last, person to die doinghis job

— to bring you the news.
Unless you know someone
who is in Iraq, you may not feel
like this conflict affects you. This
is something very real that is
affecting a lot of people: the
Iraqis, the troops, the journalists
and all their families.
Whether you are for war or
not, we should all appreciate the
many people who are putting
their lives on the line. They are
the true patriots.

Protesters: lef s be consistent PEOPLE Left-wing America is
ON THE STREET

JOEL
ROSSOL

Guest Columnist

If you knew me you would
come to the understanding that I
do respect the political views of
others. The one thing I require in
order for those people to gain
my respect is logical consistency.
Although devotion and outspoken attitude of the peace protesters is quite honorable — especially considering the absence of
"Pro-War" protests — it is
incredibly difficult to grant their
views any significance given the
logical inconsistencies I see. For
example, if they really wanted
peace, they would have been
actively protesting for Saddam to
leave power for the past six
months. If they were consistent,
they would be protesting the
murders, rapes and other acts of
violence Saddam and his sons
have committed against their
own people. If they really wanted
peace, they would be protesting
the United Nations for failing to
uphold any resolution they have
declared against Iraq (Resolution
687,688 and 1441. just to name a
few) which could have kept the
peace had they been upheld. If
they really wanted peace, they
would want us to stay in Iraq and
win because giving up now
would be the worst thing possi-

ble for the people of Iraq — they
would be left with a dictator
more enraged than ever before.
We would be right back where
we started after the first GulfWar
and it would only be a matter of
time before Saddam became an
even greater danger than he is
today.
Instead of protesting these
things, they choose to protest the
U. S. actions in trying to save the
people Saddam has been murdering protest the United States
for not obeying the United
Nations (which has proven its
ineffectiveness by its failure to
enforce all previous resolutions
against Iraq) and give Saddam's
history of deception a blind eye
— somehow thinking he will
cooperate "this time." For the
most part, the only protest has
been against U.S. action in this
conflict. The peace movement
chooses to blame the United
States' past actions as the cause
for this conflict, when in fact.
Saddam should receive the
blame.
In order to be logically consistent myself, I will admit that the
United States has made serious
mistakes in the past in the
Middle East, specifically with
regard to our stance on Saddam.
Our support of him in the past as
well as our continual financial
support through the purchase of
oil is probably the worst thing we
could have done for the people
of Iraq. But to accuse Bush of

being in this war for the oil is
absurd! Saddam is essentially
stealing oil from the people of
Iraq in order to fund his own
oppressive regime! Furthermore,
to cite our past mistakes as the
reason to avoid our present conflict is not logical either. lust
because we have made mistakes
does not mean we should not
take necessary steps to remedy
out past actions. America made
the mistake of letting Saddam
remain in power (in hopes that
he could be dealt with peacefully) during the first GulfWar and
we are not going to repeat that
mistake. As we saw then, peaceful means will not work.
In order to clarify the earlier
statement concerning the "ProWar" movement, it is important
to understand that we who support the current military action
are not really "Pro-War." I do not
favor American and Iraqi casualties any more than the peace
protesters. However, Saddam —
by his refusal to leave power—
has shown that he will not do
what is in the best interest of the
Iraqi people. He will not cooperate via peaceful means. In order
to bring about peace and protect
the Iraqi people, America has no
other choice but to go to war.
Therefore, the division is not
among the Pro-War and AntiWar crowd, but between the
Anti-War and Pro-Use of Force
movement — for which I am
taking a stand.

always against Bush

What is the best thing
about the warm weather?

LUCAS HUGGART
SOPHOMORE
GRAPHIC DESIGN

"With the warm weather,
you don't have to sit and
stare at the BG movie
channel."

EMILY DENLINGER
JUNIOR, PHOTOGRAPHY
"Frisbee."

THAT'U. HEVCR*
HAPPEH.
WE DOW V WEED ™'
WfiSTE Tl#E VOTlM.
TANYA MCKERNAN
JUNIOR, ART ED.

"You don't have to freeze
your ass off walking back
from Lot 6 overflow."

DO YOU HAVE A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW?
DO YOU HAVE AN ARGUMENT WE HAVE NOT YET READ?
IF SO, SUBMIT TO THE BG NEWS.
E-mail your letters/columns to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

COURTNEY DONAHUE
JUNIOR, PAINTING
"Flip Flops."

EVAN
MANROW
Opinion Columnist
You've got to hand it to the
consistency of Left-wing
America. In the discourse surrounding the Iraqi war, no
matter how much data on terror camps we find, and no
matter how much evidence of
chemical or biological
weapons surfaces, the
response from the left remains:
"No war for oil." The same
resolve plagues the debate over
President Bush's new economic
recovery proposals. No matter
how much information is presented that criticizes or negates
the Left's claims, the Bush tax
proposal is still just a "tax cut
for the rich."
I'm not going to assume that
the Bush proposal is the best
economic reform package that
has been presented in the past
two years. Rather, I'm going to
try to demonstrate just how
destructive this radical rhetoric
really is. To begin, only half of
the substance of Bush's tax proposal is "supply-side." The
marginal and small-business
tax cuts proposed by Bush do
just this: they lower the highest
marginal rates to 35 percent
and allow small businesses to
write off $75,000 in equipment
expenses, and indexes that
number for inflation so that
future businesses will not be at
a disadvantage because of
inflation. Nevermind that these
moves could help to strengthen capital investment, one of
the only ailing aspects of our
economy,:because this exposes
the truth — Bush's tax cut is
6ne for the rich.
The second major part 6f the
Bush tax plan is the demand
side, or the "consumer" side of
our economic system. The idea
behind cutting taxes to stimulate consumption is that if
middle and lower class people
have more money, they'll
spend it mote often than upper
class people and businesses
will respond to that increased
demand by hiring more workers and expanding their companies. Bush ends the marriage
penalty, raises the child tax
credit and moves millions of
Americans out of the current
lowest tax bracket and into a
lower, 10 percent bracket. Also,
Bush has come up with a plan
to get more unemployed people motivated to work by offer-

ing them $3,000 employment
search accounts to aid them
while looking for a job, and
unemployed workers can keep
the remainder of their
accounts if they find a job fast
enough. Getting Americans
back on our tax rolls will
increase tax receipts and help
to balance our budget, or alternatively, give Congress more
money to blow. Newrmind the
attempts to help get Americans
back to work and balance our
budget, though — this is a risky
tax cut for the rich.
One of the most controversial and confusing elements of
the Bush tax cut is the ending
of the double taxation on stock
dividends. While one would
suspect that Bush, because he
always favors the rich, would
rather eliminate the corporate
tax on dividends, he in fact recommends cutting the tax on
the consumer side, making this
a demand-sided tax cut. What
seems to be dragging on the
economy is the fact that capital
investment, the move that creates more capital, increases
production, and ultimately
increases our Gross Domestic
Product, has fallen for eight
consecutive quarters, from $1.3
trillion to $1.1 trillion. Because
a stock is really just an investment in a company, creating
motivation for investment in
the stock market could have a
really positive effect on the
increase in capital of companies. The dividend tax cut is
actually quite well suited to our
economic problems of late—it
directly leads to capital investment and resonates throughout the entire stock market, it
increases the capital investment of companies and gives
stockholders more cash on
hand from their dividends, and
it could inadvertently create
anywhere between 500,000
and 1.4 million jobs, depending on whom you believe. But
nevermind that the tax cut will
only cost about $31 billion this
year, a mere 10 percent of our
projected budget deficit. To the
Left, the cut remains a fiscally
risky, rich person's tax cut
The president's proposal is a
whole lot more than a tax cut
for the "top one and a half percent" of wage-earners, and
without acknowledging that we
will never realize that the Left's
slander of the president's plan
is nothing more than a biased,
self-defeating, bold-faced lie

JOEL HAMMOND. MANAGING EDITOR
KARA HULL, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
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ETTERS TO THE EDITOR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
Horowitz
brings needed
diversity to U.
In the April 1 edition of The
BG News, loel Wendland's Letter
to the Editor "The U. Should Not
Sponsor Radical Speakers"
appeared, expressing his shock
about Pepsi's sponsorship of
David Horowitz on March 26. As
he says, "Of course the College
Republicans (sponsored the
event I, as they share his views.
But Pepsi? Doesn't the University
have contracts to sell their products exclusively on this campus?
Should the University support a
corporation that sponsors these
extremist views?"
In my opinion, this University
doesn't see enough diversity of
views. In fact, I would say such
exposure is a chief goal of higher
education. And Pepsi funds at
BG are making this goal possible.
What exactly is there to fear in
controversy? I've listened to a
speech by Johnny I'rochman, a
Montana Militiaman whose
views are controversial to say the
least. Did he convince me to join
the movement for a New World
Order? No. Am I more educated
as a result of having listened to
his perspective? Absolutely.
As an instructor of Ethnic
Studies, I'm sure Mr.Wendland is
appreciative of diverse ideas.
As far as Pepsi Cola's involvement goes, surely Mr. Wendland
isn't suggesting that the committee reviewing applications for
funding practice censorship. The
current guidelines for funding
requests are fair to all organizations and departments. As found
on the BGSU Web site, events
that receive the marketing funds
must be open to the general student population — the broader
the impact, the more likely the
request will be approved. No
organization may receive more
than $2,000 in funds or $ 1.000 in
product in an academic year.
Requests are reviewed by a committee based on a description of
how the program will support
BGSU core values, how it will
benefit the campus community
and how Pepsi Cola will be recognized during promotion of the
event. Nowhere in those guidelines are there requirements for
acceptable ideologies of partici-

pants, ndr should there be.
Mr. Horowitz does not represent Pepsi; Pepsi represents student requests, making it possible
for us to bring interesting events
to our out-of-the-way campus.
Should students sit in their dorm
rooms instead of exposing themselves to individuals who think
differendy? Should they reject
ideological positions they've
never had the opportunity to
hear first-hand? Is that what the
educational experience is about?
HEATHER FESTER
GRADUATE STUDENT

The CoUege
Republicans
owe apology
"Peace is not patriotic" this is a
direct quote from David
I lorowitz as found in his recent
article "Moment of Truth: For the
American Left." This is a guy who
is known for his radical speeches
and views. He has time and
again showed his support for
African slavery, segregation,
racial profiling and Nazism in his
articles. All of which can be
found all over the Internet.
When I first learned that he
was going to be speaking at the
University, the first question that
went through my mind was,
"Who would sponsor this guy's
racist views?" I was very angry
that a public university would be
responsible for this. I was more
shocked when I learned that it
was the College Republicans, a
"student organization," who
were responsible for bringing
him here. As a Liberal, I think
1 lorowitz gives a bad name to
Republicans. Most of the time
when an organization invites a
speaker, they usually share the
same views.
further proof that David
I lorowilz's views can be ignorant
is demonstrated from his out
look on war protesters. 1 tend to
try to respect everyone's point of
view no matter what, but not if it
is blatandy ignorant and illogical.
Recently, David Horowitz made
an appearance on the HBO talk
show "Real Time with Bill
Maher." On this show he said,
"Anti-war demonstrations in
New York City and all around
this country are usually spon-

sored by the Communists." Now
was that logical? You be the
judge.
David Horowitz by no means
is an educational speaker.
According to the University's
rulebook, the University doesn't
play host to any event that is not
open to all students. I highly
doubt that College Republicans
had many minorities in mind
when they thought about bringing David Horowitz, who still
seems bitter over the fact that
slavery is no longer legal.
The appearance of Horowitz
on this campus, makes you wonder if the College Republicans
may agree and share some of
Horowitz's radical views
Considering this is a campus
that tries to promote diversity,
perhaps the College Republicans
owe the student body an apologyNAIIIKVYAS
STUDENT

We should allow
all speakers and
listen critically
Regarding the controversy
about David Horowitz's campus
visit, I suppon the right of the
(College Republicans to sponsor
his visit and appreciated attending his talk. This is a campus in
which all views should be discussed regardless of how controversial and distasteful they are.
Although I support his right to
speak, 1 must admit that 1 found
his talk to be high on shock value
and bombast while being low on
truth.
His glib statements like "the
Left hasn't had a good idea since
the 1950s" seem laughable in
consideration of the significant
accomplishments of the Left in
this country the civil rights
movement, the environmental
movement and the elimination
of apartheid in South Africa
among many others His link of
the policies of American progressives with the policies of Stalin
was as inappropriate and misguided as if 1 would link the policies of American conservatives
with the policies of Hitler.
In response tooneofhismany
audacious statements, the student next to me said, "I'm a

Republican and support the war
in Iraq but some of the things
that he says just seem
overblown." I'm glad that many
people who were there viewed
his statements critically like all of
us should do of any speaker.
I'm glad that David Horowitz
was granted the right to speak on
campus and that he was greeted
with a reasonably respectful
audience.
MIKE ZICKAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

USG resolution
does not speak
for all of us
In a recently published issue
of The BG News Jeffcry Nolish,
the self-acclaimed mastermind
behind the resolution that uninhibitedly states that all BGSU
undergraduate students are in
protest of the current war in Iraq.
This article is being written for
one harrowing reason: to question the validity of the claim that
all BGSU undergraduate students are against this war.
Nolish's article makes numerous ignorant and self-indulgent
speculations whose only intent
seems to be to advance the position that the author himself
holds If he truly is an ambassador of the student body and
open to all opinions, he would
recognize that there are a great
deal of students that are in support of the war and there has not
been a conclusive, thorough,
random and thereby fair poll
taken on this matter at this institution. If a poll was taken, the
results would in no way be
unanimous concerning those
who are for as well as those who
are against this war. To create a
public declaration that claims
the University is either entirely
for or entirely against the war is a
ludicrous action forged in ignorance and contempt for others.
The fact of the matter is that
many students in favor of the
actions taken by our military and
government do not feel compelled to argue the incoherent
logic that is so often presented
by many protestors whose only
intentions seem to be to draw
attention to themselves and dis-

rupt life. According to the USG
Wfeb site:"The purpose of USG is
to work for every undergraduate
student at Bowling Green State
University by serving as the representative voice of the undergraduate student body. USG
strives to maintain effective
communication between the
undergraduate students and the
college administration." Nolish's
only argument seems to hinge
on the premise that if you are
not waving a banner or inciting a
riot you will not be represented.
The philosophy behind any representative democracy is that
elected officials will make decisions based upon the wishes of
all of those that they are respon sible for governing The problem
is not with those who wish to
voice their opinions but with
those who do it irresponsibly by
presenting false claims and faulted logic, with little regard or
respect for the consequences
Understand this: There are many
students that do support this war
and any declaration that advocates otherwise is clearly skewed
and does not represent the silent
majority.
JOHN RISNER
STUDENT

Bringing about
peace is not the
job of our USG
In light of this war. 1 would like
to congratulate Jeffery Nolish for
writing in defense of the USG
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April 4-6, 2003
Come be a part of the fun!
April 4
• Cup of Culture

Bowling Green State University
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316 BTSU, 5pm
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• Casino Night
202A Ballroom BTSU, 8-npm

•Sibs N Kids Carnival (Sponsored by RCA)

• UAO Double Feature:

Saddlemire Field, -iiam-2pm

THE MEAT REASON

Harry Potter 1, 7pm
Harry Potter 2, 9:30pm
Union Theater

• International Tea
Bowling Greenery, BTSU, £7.95, 2-4pm

WE LOVE MEATS. TDM'S WDY WE STIVE ONLY 100% REAL. LEAN.
QUALITY MEMS - NEVER TDM CHUNKED INO PRESSED STUFF.

MONIKAWINKLER
STUDENT

Live at
Easystreet

A can of SPAM is opened
every 4 seconds...Yummy!!!
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peace resolution. He makes USG
look like the young son with his
plastic hammer and little felt tool
belt trying to fix something along
side his dad. While this may
seem cute in its literal sense, the
analogy I am trying to make is
just like this peace resolution
USG is trying to pass They only
have a plastic hammer when it
comes to grownup things like
war and peace.
target the idea that USG is not
representing the student body.
While this may be another issue
to consider, I believe it has nothing to do with passing this resolution. Yes, attendance at USG
meetings is low, but what about
the idea that USG can change
the world, or as Mr. Nolish said,
"create the ability for change in
our government, change in our
democracy." There is a greater
issue: What is USG's purpose?
USG's purpose is to serve the
si ucin iis and make positive
changes on campus, not to
change our national government
because Ohio State and Ohio
University have their own agendas This is not USG's or any universities matter. It is our president's and our troop's I'd like to
sec changes on this campus first,
what they are supposed to be
doing, before I see a their plastic
hammers whacking away at a
two-by-four. I lowever, I do
encourage students to come sec
and question this ridiculous
attempt of world peace next
Monday night.

• BGSU Climbing Wall Adventure Activities
Student Recreation Center, 2-6pm

AFTER ALL. YOU DON'T CHUNK AND PRESS THE TDINGS YOU LOVE

•Sibs N Kids Skate
Sibs N Kids Brunch
with Freddie Falcon

BGSU Ice Arena, Kids skate free with
paying BGSU student, 3:30-5:3opm
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• Karaoke in the Nest
Falcon's Nest, BTSU, 8-11:30pm
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WE DELIVER
1616 E. WOOSTER AVE. - 352.7200
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iiam-ipm (Must pre-register)
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For a full listing of Sibs N Kids Weekend Events, go to:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/sibsnkids.html.
Call Campus Involvement at (419) 372-2343 for more information.
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B-1 BOMBER HAS BECOME WEAPON OF CHOICE
DAYrON, Ohio (AP) —The B-1 bomber, developed
and managed at Wright-I'atterson Air Force Base, is in
high demand from U.S. commanders running the war
in Iraq. The bomber has become the "weapon of
choice" because it can carry so many bombs, get to a
target quickly and drop its payload with precision.

STATE
Rescue provides hope
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

John Amtrone AP Photo

RESCUED: Jessica Lynch, a supply clerk for the 507th Maintenance
Company, was rescued from an Iraqi hospital by American troops.
Her family, seen here, answers questions at their home.

CLEVFXAND (AP) — A soldier
rescued in Iraq was in the same
Army unit as two Ohio soldiers
still missing there.
Army Pfc. lessica Lynch, 19, of
Palestine. W.Va. had been missing with other U.S. soldiers from
the
507th
Maintenance
Company. The
unit
was
ambushed near Nasiriyah after
making a wrong turn during
fighting March 23 in Iraq.
TVvo of those missing 507th soldiers are Master Sgt. Robert ).
Dowdy, 38, of Cleveland, and Pvt.
Brandon Sloan, 19, of the
Cleveland
suburb
Bedford

"It gives me hope. I'm just sitting here
hoping if they find one, maybe they will
find some more."
JACK DOWDY, FATHER OF MISSING SGT. ROBERT J. DOWDY
reports Tuesday night about
Lynch, but had received no word
about his son.
"It gives me hope," he said. "I'm
just sitting here hoping if they
find one, maybe they will find
some more."
The Rev. Tandy Sloan, father of
Pvt. Sloan, when reached by telephone Tuesday night said he had

Heights.
Eleven bodies — at least some
of them believed to be Americans
— were found at the hospital
where Lynch was rescued, a military spokesman said yesterday.
The bodies had not been identified.
lack Dowdy, father of Sgt.
Dowdy, was glued to television

no comment.
Ohio National Guard Sgt.
Kenneth E. Robinson, the Army's
liaison to the Sloan family, said he
had no new information about
Sloan.
"I just spoke with his father,
and he was happy to hear about
Pfc. Lynch," Robinson said.
Lynch had been listed as missing in action but was identified by
the Pentagon Tuesday as a POW.
She was not among the seven
U.S. soldiers — including the five
from the 507th shown on Iraqi
television — who had formally
been listed as prisoners of war.
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Small villages may
be dissolved due to
incompetent officials
COLUMBUS,Ohio (API -The
state could seek a court order
dissolving small villages whose
officials are found to be Incompetent or corrupt, under a hill
passed by the Ohio I louse.
The bill is designed to rid the
state of villages such as New
Rome, a village of 60 people
west of Columbus known as a
speed trap, its sponsor, Rep.
Larry Wolpcrt. It-I lilliard. said

Tuesday
The bill, which now goes to the
Senate, would authorize the
attorney general to seek dissoliuion if a village of under 100
people has been declared in a
fiscal emergency for three
straight years by the state auditor.
It also could be dissolved if it
docs not provide at least two
services typically provided by
municipalities, such as fire and
police protection, garbage collection and water or sewer ser-

Workers killed in
plant explosion
CINCINNATI (AP) —Aworker
at a plastics plant was killed in
an explosion early yesterday,
officials said.
Kevin Cook, 45, of Cleves, was
killed at the Bayer Polymers
plant in Addyston, just west of
Cincinnati, the company said.
The cause of the explosion was
not immediately determined.
"We're not sure of the reason,"
said Ken Perica, the plant
director. "We are doing a full

Soak up a sunny deal!
803 fifth St.: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER
8 SEWER. Private parking lot and
laundry facilities. Resident pays
electric 8 gas heat. $500.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
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Trinity United
Methodist Church

yesterday morning, and might
face charges in a dormant
child sex abuse case, the sheriff
said.
Ronald Fisher, 63, has been living under the name "Ronald
Tisher" for several years and
moving between two homes
five miles apart in Richmond
Dale and Iondonderry, Ross
County Sheriff Ron Nichols
said. He also has used the
name "Paul Tisher."
Fisher cooperated but did not
speak when deputies
approached him as he sat on
his back porch and explained

and thorough investigation."
The plant makes pellets used
in plastics for automobiles,
refrigerator liners and other
household products. About 50
of the plant's 450 employees
were on the job at the time of
the explosion about 4 a.m.

Ohio man accused of
fleeing Florida prison
LONDONDERRY, Ohio (AP) —
A man accused of escaping
from a Florida prison 16 years
ago was arrested at his home
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Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and spacious, beautiful rooms.
Starts $510, 12 mo. lease.

Hours: Mon-Sat !2pm-12am.Sunday closed

The Highlands- Sanlor/Grad
Housing, i Bdrm. spacious.
large closets, aH new windows, car
pet, some w/new kitchens ft baths
Starts $395, 12 mo. lease

Searching for
a new home?
801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments with balconies or
patios. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Private parking lots and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric and gas heat.
$500.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
332 S Main
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Summer 2003 BG News Editor
Fall 2003 BG News Editor
2003-2004 Gavel Editor
2003-2004 Key Yearbook Editor
2003-2004 Miscellany Editor
2003-2004 Obsidian Editor

Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 18 at 4 p.m.

the warrant for testing his
identity, Nichols said.
"The fingerprints came back
positive identifying Ron Tisher
as Ronald Fisher, fugitive from
justice." he said.
A court hearing is scheduled
for today in Ross County.
Fisher escaped a prison in Lake
County in central Florida on
Aug. 6,1987, while serving a
life term for sexual battery and
rape.
The Ohio Bureau of Criminal
Identification and Investigation received a tip that Fisher
was living under the name
"Tisher" in the Richmond Dale
area, about 50 miles south of
Columbus, Nichols said.

The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AX. great location.
ceramic tile, soundproof cons,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $510 month
. We'll take care of you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts., 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

MARCH MADNESS
CONTINUES
~1

ASK ABOUT FREE ROAD RUNNER

"Columbia Court
Apartments

m

• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath, furnished
• Starting at $750/ month + utilities

"Heinz Apartments

451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/ 2 balh, A/C,
fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & G/D
• Starting at $800/ month -^utilities

"Mercer Manor
Apartments
1

3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
A/C fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher, G/D
New Rate at $750/ month + utilities

"Campbell Hill
Apartments
• 2 bedroom townhouses with full
basement. Washer/ dryer hookup
■ Starting at $725/ month + utilities

k
Frazae Avenue Apartment • Field Manor « 522 E. Merry
• 2 bedrooms starling at $590™/ month + utilities
■ Semester leases available

Summer Listings Available
Hours:
Monday - Friday
Saturday

145 I
I I
CRFI NHRIAM, IN<
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BRIEFING
O'Neal misses game
against Cleveland

April 3,
2003

CLEVELAND (AP) —
Indiana center Jermaine
O'Neal missed lastnighl's
game against the Cleveland
Cavaliers with a sprained right
ankle.
O'Neal, the Pacers' leading
scorer, rebounder and shot
blocker. has been playing on a
sore ankle since spraining it
early last month on a West
Coast trip.
"It's kind of been dragging
on for a while," said Pacers
coach Isiah Thomas. "If he
could play, he would play. It's
not him saying that he needs
a break."
O'Neal is the only player in
the Eastern Conference averaging 20 points and 10
rebounds per game.

Puckett jury begins
deliberation on case
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —A
jury began deliberations yesterday in the trial of Kirby
Puckett, accused of dragging a
woman into a restaurant
bathroom and assaulting her.
Jurors deliberated for about
5 112 hours without reaching
a verdict. Hennepin County
District ludge Stephen
Swanson sequestered them at
a hotel for the night, and they
were scheduled to reconvene
this morning.
Puckett's attorney told the
jury yesterday that the state
failed prove the charges
against the Hall of Famer and
former Minnesota Twins slugger.
"What happened was real
simple — she wanted to go
into the restroom. He took her
into the restroom. It might not
have been the wisest choice,
but it was real simple," attorney Todd lones said.
But prosecutor Alan Harris
told jurors that the woman's
story is supported by testimony from others and physical
evidence, which should lead
them to conclude that Pucken
is guilty.
Puckett, 43, is charged with
felony false imprisonment
and criminal sexual conduct
and assault, both misde-

McDonell recalled
from Syracuse
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
The Columbus Blue Jackets on
yesterday recalled right wing
Kent McDonell from the
Syracuse Crunch, the club's
American Hockey League
farm team, and reassigned left
wing Andrej Nedorost to
Syracuse.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Men's golf heads to Marshall
Erik Bed
SPORTS REPORTER

The men's golf team will head
back to the links this weekend
after a long layoff. The Falcons
will be in Huntington, West Va.,
on the campus of Marshall
University for the Marshall
Invitational.
The tournament will take
place on Friday and Saturday
and will be played at the Guyan
Golf and Country Club.
The last time the Falcons saw
action was on March 8 as they
took part in the Big Red Classic in
Ocala, Horida. The Falcons finished 14th at this tournament,
and got strong individual perfor-

mances from Chris Leake and
Craig Pickerel.
Leake finished with a score of
149 for two rounds, as the third
round was cancelled due to
weather conditions Leake tied
for 41st place.
Pickerel shot a 151 for two
rounds, good enough to tie for
52nd place in the tournament.
Austin Chase, Bud Ziglar, Eric
Lauderbach, and Andy Miller
also competed for the Falcons at
Lake Diamond Country Club.
The Marshall Invitational will
feature some of the best teams in
the country, as well as some MidAmerican Conference schools
such as Miami, Ball State and of

course Marshall.
Pickerel, for pne, welcomes
the challenge.
"We are looking forward to
playing some of the best teams
in the country," Pickerel said. "It
will be a good experience for us."
Head co&ch Garry Winger
agrees that n will be a great experience for the Falcons, and it
should be very exciting for his
players to play in such a strong
field.
"This is a great tournament
that has the best field of the year,
so if they are not excited about
this week then something is
wrong," Winger said.
Although the weather last

Rugby looks to continue streak
By Wes Holsmger
CUtSl REPORTER

The BGSU rugby team rings
up victories like a cash register
rings up sales—with a loud "kaching." The Falcon ruggers
bumped off Midwest Senior
Men's
champion
Detroit
Tradesmen RFC 34-17, crushed
Oakland University 51-5 and
whipped Ferris State 80-0.
"The Detroit match was a very
big victory," BG coach Roger
Mazzarella said. "Superficially it
looks like a kind of ho-hum victory, but this is the number one
senior team in the entire
Midwest and the way we won is
just as important as the fact that
we did win."
The Falcons had to come
from behind for the second
week in a row for the victory.
"We've crossed another
threshold in team maturity,"
Mazzarella said. "There was no
panic, no sense of looming
defeat. Everyone just dug down
and performed with an even
greater sense of mission. I'm
proud of the way we handled
the last two weeks"
"BG's got a great team,"
Tradesmen captain Muggsy
Miller said. "They're the best

T

around and in the end a game
like this will benefit both our
teams once the nationals roll
around."
The win was a milestone for
BG's Mazzarella as it was his
1000th victory since becoming
the Falcon head coach in 1985.
Mazzarella, who has been part
of every Falcon game as a player
or coach since the club's inception in 1968, has posted a
1002-172-42 record for a .852
winning percentage in his 18
years at the helm.
"We've been blessed with a lot
of dedicated and committed
athletes at this school in those
18 years," he said. "They are the
ones that left their blood and
sweat from one coast to the
other and in four foreign countries and deserve the credit. All I
did was point the way."
"Personally — I'd rather be
playing," Mazzarella said. "Gets
rid of some of the tension one
acquires teaching in a junior
high schooL"
In the first match against the
Tradesmen, BG took a brief first
half lead on a penalty field goal
from center Pete Cromly, but
then fell behind 10-3. Detroit
matched BG's penalty goal and
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"Three of the five players have
never played there, so we will
have to do our homework in the
practice round to prepare ourselves," Winger said.
Winger expects Pickerel to
continue his improvement this
weekend, even though he is one
of the players who has never
played at Marshall.
"I am looking for Craig to have
a nice tournament," Winger said.
After the tournament at
Marshall, the Falcons will be in
action next weekend in Dayton
on Ihe campus of Wright State
for the Wright Stale Invitational.

J=

then punched in a try followed
by the conversion kicje.
"I was impressed/at how calm
everyone was at.nalftime," BG
assistant Chris Hopps said. "No
panic because we were behind,
just fifteen guys determined to
step it up a couple notches."
And step it up they did as the
Falcons landed four huge body
blows, reeling off 78 points
before Detroit could recover
from the onslaught.
"Someone told them to overcover our outside backs and that
was their solution to beating us,"
Mazzarella said. "Center Travis
Budd and Pete Cromly are just
as good as our outside people
and can tear any defense up
when they've got some running
room."
Budd scored twice on a pair of
nifty runs up the middle while
Cromly scored after picking off
an errant pass and out racing
four defenders to the goal line.
Flanker Alex Demma's try and
Cromly's four conversion kicks
and a second penalty goal iced
the game despite a very late
garbage-time try by Detroit.
The momentum that started
RUGBY. PAGE 8

Softball team gets two
big victories over Ohio

2Skf_

week was a lot nicer for the
Falcons to practice in, last weekend sel the Falcons back a bit.
The weather last weekend was
awful for the Falcons to practice
in, according to Winger.
Winger does not feel his team
is to the point it should be in
terms of preparation.
"We are not as prepared as 1
would like at this point," Winger
said. "We still have a couple of
days though depending on the
weather."
Most of the Falcons have
never played at Marshall, and
Winger feels the practice round
will be crucial as far as preparation.
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WINDING UP: Pitcher Jody Johnson throws a pitch against Ohio
yesterday. Johnson pitched six shutout innings in a game-two win.

It was two much-needed wins
for the Softball team as the
Falcons swept Ohio in a doubleheader behind the arms of Liz
Vrabel and lody lohnson at the
BGSU Softball Field yesterday.
After having lost five games in a
row and 10 of their last II, the
Falcons responded with their first
two Mid-American Conference
victories of the season by scores
of 5-0 in the first game and 1-0 in
the second game. The Falcons
are now 11-17 overall and 2-5 in
the MAG Ohio dropped to 3-15-1
overall and remains winless in
the MAC at 0-8-1.
It was the continuation of a
disappointing season for the
Bobcats, who were picked to win
the MAC East division.
Coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said
the wins were badly needed,
"There is no measure of how
big these wins are," Ross-Shaw
said. "When you're in a position
like that, you feel like the whole
worid is against you. I feel like we
got a little confidence today and
hopefully it's the start Of a new
season."

In the first game, the Falcons
earned their 10th win of the season behind a dominating performance from vrabel.
Vrabel pitched a complete
game shutout, allowing just one
hit and striking out eight. With
the win, Vrabel improved her
record to 7-6 on the season.
Vrabel also pitched the first
inning of the second game, a
strategy that struck gold for RossShaw.
"Most teams in the MAC are
going to be afraid of Liz when she
comes in there, and tor other
teams to just see her out there at
the start of the second game, it
will immediately be in their
head," Ross-Shaw said.
The offense also got it going in
the first game after being shutout
in all three games over the weekend at Central Michigan. The five
runs by the Falcons were the first
since last Wednesday against
Detroit.
Libby Voshell led the way for
the Falcons offensively, going 2-4
with a double and her fifth
BIG WINS, PAGE 8
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SCORE: Flanker Jeff Merkei scores against Ferris State. Merker
scored three tries in the match.

Lebron, Irish,
honored at home
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIMEO PRESS

AKRON, Ohio — LeBron
lames got to take one more bow
on his high school court.
The nation's top player and
his Akron St. Vincent-St. Mary
teammates were honored at a
school assembly yesterday for
winning an Ohio siate championship and a national title.
James, the consensus player
of the year and expected No. 1
pick in this year's NBA draft, led
the Fighting Irish to a 25-1
record this season.
St. Vincent-St. Mary finished
the year ranked No. 1 in USA
Today's final poll.
"That was something they
set their sights on before the
season," said coach Dm loyce
II. "They believed more than I
did at ihe beginning. I just
wanted to be a state champion.
They talked it. 1 put the schedule together because they
wanted it.
"They believed they could be
national champs. And to a
man, if you had asked them
before the season if they were
going to do this, they would
have said, 'Yes."'
Three teams that St. Vincent-

St. Mary defeated during the
regular season finished in the
top five of USA Today's final
rankings: Oak Hill Academy of
Mouth ofWilson, Va.; Mater Dei
of Santa Ana, Calif.: and Los
Angeles Westchester.
James and his teammates
were given several raucous ovations during the assembly. It
took place at the end of the
school day in St. Vincent-St.
Mary's tiny gymnasium, where
the team played just twice this
season.
lames' popularity and ticket
demand forced the private
school to move most of its
home games to Akron
University's 5,200-seat Rhodes
Arena for the past two seasons.
Mayor Don Plusquellic read
a proclamation declaring April
2 as a day to honor the team
and credited it with giving the
city worldwide attention.
"There isn't a person or organization that has put Akron on
the map like the St. V basketball
team," he said.
lames joked with his teammates during most of the ceremony and left without talking
to reporters afterward.
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Rugby team to
host invitational
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 7
for the Falcons in the first
match, continued unabated
through the next two matches
with both opponents steamrolled by BG's offensive juggernaut. Oakland University, in
their first ever match against
BG, fell 51-5. Falcon wing
Jeremy Wfelsh and center Mike
Marquis both scored hat tricks
as BG exploited a wide-open
hole on the outside of the
Highlander defense. Flanker
Doug Ryan punched in a hardearned try up the middle just
for good measure and fly half
Dave DiBenedetto landed two
penalty field goals and five
conversion kicks for the victoryLast fall Ferris State handed
BG's 3rd XV their only loss of
the season and had jumped
around yelling, "Next year the
A' team." Well, they got their
wish along with an 80-0
spanking for lacking humility.
The Falcons scored early and
often in a match whose score

Terry Gilliam AP Photo

LOOKING ON: Ohio State coach Jim Tressel, left, directs a question at Alex Stepanovich, center, and
Steve Graef during a press luncheon yesterday. The Buckeyes will begin Spring Practice tomorrow.

OSU knows next
year will be a test
By Carrie Spencer
'HE ASSOCIA'f0 PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — ITiis fall,
perfect wont be good enough.
Coming off their 14-0 championship season, the Ohio State
Buckeyes will spend their 15
spring practices looking for ways
to fill the defensive and special
teams holes from 13 departing
seniors while starting work on a
"more explosive" offense, coach
lim Tressel said.
"Every team on our schedule
will lx' looking forward to playing
the national champions," Tressel
said yesterday, the day before the
first practice. "We're going to
need to be significandv better in
2003."
Center Alex Stepanovich
knows opponents want to make
a name for tlicmselves by bumping ofTthe Buckeyes, just like they
went after the 2002 champs.
"We wanted to beat the best,
and that was Miami," he said at
yesterday's media lunch the day
before the beginning of spring
practice. "There's always a little
something extra inside that kicks
in during those games."
A lot has changed from last

spring, when then-junior Craig
Krenzel hadn't yet clinched the
starting job at quarterback, no
one knew if freshman running
back Maurice Clarett would live
up to his Mr. Lootball high school
career and wide receiver Michael
lenkins hadn't had his breakout
year.
Those workouts culminated in
a slow 9-3 spring game on a dreary day.
This year, KSPN "Game Day"
has signed on to televise the April
18 scrimmage in Ohio Stadium.
That's a week before the annual
Scarlet vs. Gray spring game —
with an expected crowd of 75.000
or more.
"I said, 'Do they know this a
scrimmage? This isn't our spring
game," Tressel said of the cable
channel's interest.
As the coaching staff reviewed
film in the past three months,
Tressel said they've spent most of
their lime scouting the Buckeyes.
"One thing that bothered us
was we had the poorest thirddown efficiency in the last five
years," Tressel said. "That's something we'd better get better at."
And while Iressel has confi-

would have been even worse
had BG been able to hit on
their conversion kicks. Three
Falcon kickers had a go until
fullback Matt Johnston started
showing a little consistency.
Flanker leff Meeker and
wing Kyle Sitzes lead BG's scorers with three tries apiece.
Scrum half Sam Pietrangelo
scored a pair as did center
Sheldon Porter and hooker Ty
Long Center Zac Molnar, and
fly half Jon Woodman got solo
tries while fullback Matt
Johnston hit on five conversion attempts.
Now 12-2, the Falcons will
host the Pepsi Falcon Rugby
Invitational this weekend.
Bowling Green will play the
United
States
Military
Academy in a double header
stating at 2:00pm on Saturday
while Ohio State and Indiana
will face off at starting at 11:00
a.m. The winners and losers
will face each other at 11:00
a.m. on Sunday. All matches
will be played at BG's College
Park rugby field.

BIG WINS, FROM PAGE 1
homemn of the season, a tworun shot in the fourth inning,
lenifer Kernahan also had two
hils and an RBI for the Falcons
Lindsay Heimrich also contributed a RBI.
The Bobcats helped the
Falcons cause with four errors,
leading to two unearned runs.
The second game was more of
the same for the Bobcat batters.
Vrabcl pitched the first inning

Burk appeals
sherriffs decision

dence in the second year of
Krenzel running the offense, he
wants more than a fearsome running game and efficient passing.
"We should be a more explosive offense," Tressel said. The
goal is score at least 40 points a
game.
Stepanovich agreed. "A lot of
people last year said defense won
games for us," he said. "That
makes us hungry going into this
year."
Tressel said the staff will have
lun watching experienced players and new recruits compete for
spots on defense and special
teams.
"We lost four of the first six producers (on defense), if 1 had to
bet," as well as All-America
punter Andy Groom, Tressel said.
Some players will be limited in
spring practices because of
injuries.
Among them are offensive
tackle Shane Olivea and defensive ends Darrion Scott and
Simon Fraser, all bothered by
injured shoulders. Offensive lineman T.|. Downing hurt himself
slipping on ice.

By Russ Bynum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Martha
Burks lawyers asked a judge
yesterday to override the sheriff's decision prohibiting her
from demonstrating at the
front gate of Augusta National
during the Masters.
The request comes 10 days
before Burk plans to protest at
the club because of its all-male
membership. Burk, chair of the
National Council of Women's
Organizations, wants thousands of golf fans to walk by
her demonstration.
But Sheriff Ronald StrengUi
says the closest Burk can legally protest is a five-acre site just
less than a half mile from the
gate. A city law revised last
month gives Strength broad
authority to regulate protests.
U.S. District ludge Dudley H.
Bowen Jr. said he planned to

second by a sacrifice bunt by
Stephanie Finkel. With two outs,
Kristen Anderson hit a fly ball that
right fielder Randi Rico misplayed. It ended up as a double
with Heimrich scoring
The Bocats had their best
chances to score in the fifth and
seventh innings.
In the fifth, the Bobcats had
runners on second and third with
nobody out. Crystal Turner
reached on an error by third
baseman Gina Rango to lead off

the inning. Turner moved to third
on a double by lenny Tisevich.
Lyndsay Eirich followed with a
strikeout after fouling off a bum
attempt with two strikes.
Two outs later, the Falcons
were out of the jam.
In the seventh, Rico led off the
inning with a single, but she was
forced out at second on a strong
throw by Kernahan after a bunt
attempt by Turner. Turner then
moved to second on a wild pitch,
but lohnson struck out two of the
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Services Offered
ELIMINATE!!
Credit card debt.
1-734-457-5977 Carol
eliminatedebts.com; CJD
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

rule quickly on the request, but
that he didn't intend to "start
tweaking the sheriff's decision."
"I have never seen this court
in a position of modifying the
terms the sheriff provided in
his decision," Bowen said. "I'm
just deciding on the ordinance
as applied."
Burks lawyers told the judge
that their client was denied
access to public property outside the gates because Augusta
wants to protect its image —
not public safety, as the sheriff
has said. Burk was not at the
hearing.
"This is an embarrassing
protest and I'm sure the city
would rather it be moved up
the street where there arc fewer
people around to see it," said
Sarah Shalf, one of Burks
lawyers.

last three batters to end the game.
Kandice Machain went 2 for 3
for the Falcons while Heimrich
went 2 for 2 in the second game.
Heimrich went 3 for 4 overall on
the day with a RBI and a run
scored.
The Falcons will be in action
again on Sunday at the BGSU
Softball Field with a doubleheader against 1-75 rival Toledo. The
first pitch is at I p.m.

positions 1 800-293 3985 exl 626
Congratulations Shannon Roeper1
University Ambassador ot the Month
Thank you tor your dedication!

Fraternities " Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour lund raising event.
Our programs make
lund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program1
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)

923-3238 or visit
www.campuslundraiser com
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RELIABLE PERSON?
S-fl«NT SPE£*lS

Eva Marie Saint Theatre

Classified
Ads
372-6977

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local

Softball to face rival Toledo on Sunday at home
before giving way to Johnson,
lohnson picked up where Vrabel
left off, throwing six shutout
innings and giving up just three
hits, lohnson improved her
record lo 2-4 on the season with
the win.
"lody threw really well today,"
Ross-Shaw said. "Both lody and
1 jz threw awesome today."
The Falcons scored the only
run of the game in the second
inning. Heimrich singled to lead
off the inning and was moved to
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RELIABLE CAR?
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED

FOR FALL 2003
Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning, M-F.

• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
-100% reliable with an outstanding
employment history
• BENEFITS
-Outstanding pay
-Weekends FREE
Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Sublsts needed Aug. '03-Aug. '04.
S College apt., fits 5. W/d, garage.
very new. Call Liz 419-214-4046

Eminent Spring & Summer jobs
avail, full & pt. time. Servers, snack
bar, grounds, bag room, cooks &
dishw. Flexible hrs, free golf in season, great compensation. Exp. helpful but not necessary. Please apply
Toledo Country Club 3949 River Rd.
Fax 419-389-4577.

Personals

FALL 2003 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REC & SPORT
MANAGEMENT MAJORS. APPLICATIONS AVAIL. IN 130 PFH OR
ON THE WEB & ARE DUE APRIL
11 INTERVIEWS APRIL 15-16

Help Wanted

GET INVOLVED IN
INTRAMURALS!! INTRAMURAL
ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 2003 ARE DUE
APRIL 15. APPLICATIONS AVAIL
IN 130 PFH OR ON THE WEB.
INTERVIEWS APRIL 17-18.

$800 weekly, guaranteed, stuffing
envelopes' Send a self addressed
stamped envelope to Scarab Marketing 28 E. Jackson St. 10th Floor
Suite 938 Chicago, IL 60604

Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

400 counselors/instructors needed1
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan.com

Wanted

Babysitter needed for 4 children
in Maumee. 4-12 ♦ hrs/week
References Jane at 419-861 -8341

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed'
Earn up to Si 50-450 day. Local
Castings. No e-p neccessary.
Call 1-886-820 0164 exM 132
Rmte needed for Fall/Spring sem.
Loft apt. dwntwn. $325/mo. includes
H20 egilla@bgnel or 330-518-2410

Bartender trainees needed.
S250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800 293-3985 ext. 541
Child care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 11 & 13 yr old. Must be
avail, for entire summer, June 5 to
Aug. 27. btwn. 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car & ref. Please send 1 pg
description of your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560.

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
145 S. ENTERPRISE Large 5 bedroom, 2 bath
house. Limit 5 people. $1,318.00 per month.
Deposit $1,250.00. Washer/Dryer hook-up.
Avail. 8/21/03(0 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month. Air Conditioning
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
146 1/2 MANVILLE - One BR upper unit. Limit 2
people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

If you like working with data &
spreadsheets, then this is the job for
you! Continuing Education is looking
to hire a Clerical Assistant II. Duties
include extensive work in Excel,
keyboarding data, generating
reports, record keeping and filing.
Advanced knowledge of Excel is
required. We need a self starter who
is motivated & possesses excellent
organizational skills. $6.l5mr. 12-15
hrs^wk. Applicant must be willing to
continue through Summer, Fall &
Spring semesters. Submit your
resume & 2 letters of recommendation to Karen Schwab, Continuing
Education, 40 College Park.
Application deadline April 9, 2003.
LIFEGUARDS WANTED FOR
SUMMER & GATEKEEPERS
Portage Quarry, bring certification
cards. Classes for certification begin
now. Apply at 111 S. Mam St.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starling in May.
Please call 353-0325
Looking for a place to live this
summer'7 Maumee family looking for
an expenenced child care provider/
mother's helper to be part of our
family for the summer. Stay at home
mom looking for help caring for 6
energetic children. Room & board
plus weekly pay provided for
summer. Please call Renee at
419-867-6865 for interview.
Metroparks ol me Toledo Area has
an opening for a Building/Grounds
Maintenance & Service Person at
the Wildwood Manor House This is
a full time position with benefits.
Requirements: experience in
construction & facility maintenance,
physical agility to perform all maintenance duties, a valid driver's license, high school diploma or equivalent A 40 hour workweek schedule
including weekends, evenings 4 holidays as needed. Will report to Director of Cultural Programs/Manor
House. Apply through 4/4/03 at Administrative Office. Wildwood Metroparks, 5100 W. Central Ave., Mon
Fn. 8:30am-noon & 2pm to 4:30pm.
Resume required. EOE/AA

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
kA4

HISTORIC MILLIKIN
HOTEL

HAPPY
THURSDAY

Tlctt 0<z
Suulf. Afd 5

NY Strip Dinner & ALL
Beverages Games,
Raffles, Live
Entertainment
Tickets/info 823-4412,823-3228

■^ Time to sign a new lease
i\v before they are all gone!
}])) 507 E. Merry St. #5,6&7:
Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from Campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/ heat. Laundry facilities in the buildings.
Private parking lots. $525.00 per month
(2-3 people) for a 12 month lease.
$550.00 for a 9 month lease.

NEWIWE
Rentals

112 S. Main SI.
(419) 352-5620
www.ni'wlovercil ly.com
newlois'dacor.nct

rmr^Tmr^ri

Come
Check
It Out!

• Efficiency & 1 bedroom
• Starting at $375 per
month plus electric

Graphic Design Intern Add real
pieces lo your portfolio and great job
experience to your resume. Continuing Education has a graphic design
student position available Work m a
team environment designing oro
chures, catalogs, flyers, ads. etc
while advancing your skills in
PageMaker and Photoshop. Prior
work experience preferred Portfolio
required. 12-15 hrs./wk.. $7tir To
apply, send resume and references
by April 11 to: Susan Panning. Con
tinuing Education, 40 College Park

rf^

HOURS:

SUMMIT STREET
APARTMENTS

Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Sat
9am-1pm

• Efficiency & 1 bedroom
apartments
• Starting at $290 per
month plus utilities

GREENBRIAR, INC.

LONDON POP

$368

EURAIL PASSES Prom $249
HIP HOTELS Prom

$18

{domestic and international)

explore north omened

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 352-0717
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

USA ■ CANADA ■ HAWAII
backpacking, cruises, cours and more

don't mi// your big [S

DVERTISING
\CCOUN1\

(600) 297.8159
pick up your complimentary, premiere issue oP HHtflK
magazine ac your local sea Gravel branch

The BGNews has 1 Summer and 2 Fall openings
for qualified students to work part-time selling

www.scabravel.com

Apply in Person
204 West Hali
Bring Resume if Available

BENEFITS
•Real World Experience
•Flexible Hours
•Pay Based on Commission
•Fun Atmosphere
•Resume Builder

NEWS

BRAND NEW HOUSING!
FOR FALL 2003
Frazee Ave.Apartments^g^
• 2 bedroom, furnished
^fffn^
• Garbage disposal, dishwasher

We're filling
up fastS

415 N. Main
ts 'Wr*:
• 1 & 2 bedroom apartments

m

Bentwood Houses

• 3 & 4 bedroom w/ garage
• Washer/dryer, A/C, fireplace

Full for May
6 Two bedrooms left for August

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717

on

THC

/inter

146 iff MAWIIIF . One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
5473.00 per monlh. deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/8704
517 E. REED- At Thuntln. One Bedroom, I Bath. Furnished, or
I'nfurnished.
School Year - TVo Person Rate ■ $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $450.00
agl THimSTIN - Across From Offenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - 1W5.HO
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00
521 E. MERHY - Close to Offenhauer. Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $570.00
505 CLOLGH STHEET ■ Campus Manor - Behind Klnko's Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SECOND • Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale ■ $520.00
707 - 727 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year One Person Rate - $395 00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
825 THIRD. - One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Hath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
643 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH • Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $460.00
MO-ftSO SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $530.00
BIB SEVENTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year • Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $450.00
ft3fl SEVENTH- One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385 00
One Year - One Person Rale - $450.00
725 NINTH-One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
724 t mi.l-Rf.K-TW. Bedroom Unfurnished. I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $640.00
One Year Two Person Rate $530.00
WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO HEDRm WBUUMNGS. STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE.
WE ALLOW PETS IN SEIJXTED BUILDINGS WITH A SZ/S.OU NONREFl 'NIMBLE PET DEPOSIT.

2 Blocks from
c

COME CHECK IT OUT!!

PMone

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APAR TMENT

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

• 1 bedroom, furnished, A/C
*fe
Garbage disposal, dishwasher

IHC

THERE IS STILL TIME

PREFERRED CANDIDATES
So. or Jr. Business or IPC Major
•Own Transportation
•Detail Oriented
Interest in a Sales or Advertising
Career

422 E. Merry

on

TRAVEL

Canipus
480 Lehman
354-3533
vMatfvgrvcnf'' <lac<>r.ti«:t

BGSU

=
L. it...:..

I■

Lehman
VILLAGE
GREEN
APTS

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From laco Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hour* - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnntwlovereale8tate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Thursday. April 3.2003

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

brought to you by
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR'DD with daily living
skills in a residential setting. No experience necessary Full'Pt-time &
sub positions avail in BG & Portage
areas ranging Irom 14.5-76 hrs/txweekly. S9-S12.25 per/hr. based
upon experience. High school diploma/GED required Application packet may be obtained trom Wood
County Board ol MR/OD. 11160
East Gypsy Ln. Rd.. Bowling Green,
Ent. B Mon-Fn. 8am-4:30pm. E.O.E

••••(New) Cirty Sludlot (New)
Now leasing for summer & fall semesters & beyond to seniors S grad.
students. Fully turnished, including
25" TV, all utilities. From $395/mo.
Only serious students apply. Call
352-7365 from 10-4. Alter hrs. S
wkends 352-1520.

Person(s) needed to work w/13 yr.
old autistic boy in Oregon. Oh home
S8hr 3pm-' wkdays; 9am-»
wkends Start ASAP 419 693-7869

"Fully turn, room FREE breakfast.
FREE utilities, cable and local
phone. Monthly rental only $595. No
lease Within walking distance ol
BGSU Call Ramy at 419-360-3399.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed; Tennis. Basket
ball. Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing. Biking. Golt, Archery.
Hockey 8 more Work Outdoors,
Have a great summer Call Free:
(8881 844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com
Metroparks ot the Toledo Area has
two seasonal openings at
Providence Metropark. (1) A
Historical Mill Interpreter having
college course work in public history, natural history or related field to
provide opportunities tor public
awareness as they relate to operating & demonstrating mill equipment.
This is an up to 40 hr week April
through Nov. Salary $8,851" (2) A
Deckhand-Interpreter w/expenence
in public history, theater or music
background: boating
experience
prelerred This oosition will steer &
dock the canal boat « interpret the
historic Miami & Erie Canal providing visitors an educational & entertaining experience on the Canal
Boat Up to 40 hours a week
$8 85 Hi Must be at least 18 yrs old
& have a valid drivers license Apply
at Administrative Office. Wildwood
Metropark. 5100 W. Central Ave.
Mon-Fn. 8:30am to noon & 2pm to
4 30pm. Resume required EOE/AA

"03-04 Apts for rent Going fast,
all next to campus, 300 block ot
E Merry. Listings avail 24/7 316
E Merry #3,3530325 9am-9pm

"Reduced rent by 17% on last Ig.
house. 303 E. Merry, 4-6 bdrms.,
huge covered porch. All new flooring
8 could include all utilities. Normally
6-8 students ♦ 211 E. Reed. 2 full
baths, next yr Normally for 4-6
students. For more info & viewing
call 353-0325
"Reduced rent by 20% on last Ig.
house 303 E. Merry, 4-6 bdrms..
huge covered porch. All new flooring
8 could include all utilities. Normally
6-8 students ♦ 211 E. Reed. 2 full
baths, next yr. Normally for 4-6
students. For more info 8 viewing
call 353-0325
03-04 apt /house 3 bdrm. $750
2 bdrm. $400-650
eff-1 bdrm $250-350
Call 419-353-8206.
1 bdrm. avail in a 4 bdrm. house.
Downtown BG. Cheap rent.
303-915-8391
t bdrm. unlurnished apt.
$390/mo. Available now! No pets.
419-352-4650

1
2

For Sale

1
1

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars trucks SUV's from $500
Hondas. Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558
1991 Chevy Camaro RS Convertible immaculate 48K $6500 OBO
440552 5333
1992 Buick Park Ave.
Leather, loaded.much new, clean.
$3500 OBO 440-552-5333

2

12 mo/leases starting
May 17.2003:
230 N. Enterprise »D
Br.-1 person- $390 . util.
266 Manville
Br - 2 person- $580 * util.
322 E.Court »4-1 Br.
person- $420 incl. all util
415 E Court #A
Br 1 person- $330 ♦ util.
415 E. Court #C
Br- 2 person- $450 ♦ util.

Smith Apartment Rentals
419352-8917
2 bdrm. apt. 1 bath, w/d, d/w, stove
and refrig . plenty of storage, very
spacious1 In a quiet neighborhood.
Grad. students or young professionals only $735/mo. Avail Aug. 1.
354 6036

2001 Ninp 500 R. purple'gray. 6K,
Muzzy pipe. KSN |et kit & air filter.
$4300 Call 419 271-0960.

2 bdrm apt avail May 15. $600. located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required. Call 354-0229.

Loft1 $90 Fits BGSU regulations
Good conditions
419214-4058

2 bdrm apt., excellent cond.
Close to University!!
Call 686-4651.

2 bdrm. apt., turn. Avail May.
801 Fifth St. $495/mo • gas/elect.
Call 419-494-9282

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Political alliance
Briel note
Son ot Judah
Shrink
Harm
Elicit
Rope liber
Mature
Cardinals
Sideboard
Like
Russo of "Get Shorty"
In the past, in the past
Male sheep
"Exodus" author
Tested ones courage
Furnishings
Wear down
Collections of records
Grounds
Fledgling hooter
"Jurassic Park" star
Sam
32 Related on mother's
side
34 Brief appearance
37 Reinforce

2 bdrm. furn. or un.'um apts. 724
6th St. 705 7th St. $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease - $525 mo. school year lease.
Call 354-0914
2 bdrm. furn. sublease. May to Aug.
Close to campus. Oft street parking
$5O0/mo, - gas & elect.
Call Heather 352-1923
2 bdrm. unfurnished lor Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors 8 grads,
new kitchens, heat paid. 352-3445
2 subleases needed for summer,
large house, close to campus.
Inexpensive! Call 419-494-3291
2 subleasers needed starting May
15. No rent due until June. Free gas
heat, water, 8 sewer. 419-344-6920
2003-04 Apartmenls
800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740
3 bdrm. house avail. Aug. 2003.
Smr. lease also svall. Close to
campus & dntown. 419-308-2456.

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

A GREAT apt. at a GREAT price!
Avail. 8/15. Furn. 2 Br, Clean, Quiet,
Spacious, A/C. Call 352-1104.
Avail, now. Efficiency, 1 Ig. rm. with
private bath. Unfurn Grad student
prelerred. 352-5822.
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 8 gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!!!
Sublsrs. needed May to Aug. 154
Manville. 3 bdrm. hse., 2 car garage.
excel! cond. 8 price.
Call Cori 214-4792.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
3 bdrm 2 bath. apt. avail Aug-May.
OWN ROOM $325 . util.
CALL MARIE 354-0315
Furnished room w/freedom of house
to a responsible person. $200
deposit, $250/mo. No other bills.
354-6117
House for rent. Nice, well maintained 3 bdrm. Unfurn.. no pets,
$690/mo . util Call 419-354-8146

40
41
42
44
45
46
47
50
54
55
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Coll. hotshot
Forbid
Expose
Late-night Jay
Maxim
Exploiter
Middle East sultanate
Pondered
5 dollar Dills
Agreement
Pummel
Fad
Critical
Slander
Male voice
Clapton and Ambler
Jokers
Sebaceous cyst
Stable youngster
First, second and third
Pelvis bones
Poetic piece

Seethed
Prepared to pray
Short intervals ot relief
Word before green or up
"Do _ others as."
Moroccan seaport
Shot thrower
Imply
Med. school subject
Rye disease
Field
Stack
Seaside
Metal containers
Declare
More achy
Small whirlpool

38
40
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50

Confidant
Monetary punishment
Annan ol the UN.
Tinker
Cook's mixture
Saw logs?
Dad
Part of UNLV
Fisherman's yarn
Sikorsky of
helicopters
51 Dry
52 Cultivate
53 A piece of cake?
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
TH1
1

WORLD I.l-ADl'.R IN II ST l»RI P

800 KAP II SI

•

www.KAPLAN.COM

Houses 1,283 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus tor 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Immediate Availability! Sterling
Univ. Enclave. Now- Aug. Moving.
must find subleaser. No reasonable
offer refused. 734-697-0146. leave
message.
Miliken Apt (Downtown) Avail.1
bdrm. air cond, all new appliances,
washer/dryer down hall. Call Kevin
419-575-2193

For Rent

For Rent

NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
3 bdrm, den, 2 bth. 5th St. $875/mo.
Avail Aug 15th Call 352-8872

Sublsr. needed June Aug
N. Enterprise. St.
Contact Anna at 214-1936.

Roommate needed
June to June. Own room. $200.
419-352-0080

N. Enterprise. 4 bdrm., basement,
w/d. lease avail. May-Aug.. $1175
per mo 419-287-3306.
NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm. 2 bth. A/C.
util. rm. wsh/dry hookup. Filth St.
$875 mo Avail May 15th. 352-8872

Subleaser needed. 3 bdrm. town
house, air cond.washer/dryer, 3-5
ppl, 642 S. College Apt. 5, 352-7617

Wish you could have a swimming
pool, hot tub 8 weight rm at your fingertips? Now you can for FREE at
Sterling Univ. Apts!! 1 subleaser
needed lor a furn. unit tor an Aug.
03-04 lease. 1st month's rent is
FREEH Call Travis at 214-6142
lor the details

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the website
Kww.meccaDg.com
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apts. Dishwasher-

Last year we wereNEW***
^^
-^

Rent as
low as

7

^
^

Garbage Disposal. IW BathsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE 1972

^S $0 Deposit!
^$0 Money Down!

A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe

^^yvs/^S:;:%

Efficiencies/1 Bdrms. Laundry
on site, BGSU Bus Slop.

A FEW OPEN NOW

This year we ARE IMPROVED!

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrm, A/C-DishwasherGarbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.

Under NEW MANAGEMENT
FREE Internet
FREE 32" T.V.*
FREE Ultrabulb tanning

EXTENSIVE

SMOKING AND
NON-SMOKING

DINING ROOMS
RESERVATIONS

(419)353-2277

Summer Leases Available for $250/mo.
Washer/Dryer INCLUDED
Resort Style Pool & Spa
24/7 Computer Lab/ Fitness Center/
Game room in our Clubhouse
• On site courtesy officer AND 24/7
Emergency Maintenance!
• Volleyball/ Basketball BBQ Grills on site!
• Located on BGSU Shuttle Route!

163 S. MAIN ST.

•Restrictions may apply. See mgmt for complete details

Management Inc.
Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
at 830 4th St. (Willow House!
I Bdrm. A/C, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

Check Us Out II
Mm (Mi

www.homecityice.com

^™

HoZmSSi

~ia-

SUMMER HEIP

Great Job Opportunities !!
Hmng Students Part-Tun* NOW and Fun-Time During Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY II
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070

LEASE TODAY! 353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
9
Bowling Green, OH 43402 STIRLING UNIVERSITY
www.suhenclave.com
"T^T

A FF.W OPEN NOW

WINE LIST

Hours
Mon, Wed, Fri
Tues & Thurs

Sat
Sun

10-7
10-5
10-5
1-5

SUH» is a trademartt ot SUH*. Inc.

Located Just minutes trom Campus!
We Also Have Facilities In Other Cities, Call Usl
Unington. KY
LimaUucyrus
OavalanoVAshland
CanlorvEna
ClnclnnatvKvntucky
MgnstiaU'AsMand

1-800-933-3575

two m 0818
1-800-874-O880
1 900288-4040
1 •800-894-0529

DaytorvSpnngfteld
Detroit
Pttaburon
Watt Virginia
Southeast Ohio

I-800-283-5511
1-734955-9094
1 -800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

nto Experience Necessary. Train In one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NOW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

LEHSSI

www.homecltvlce.com

